Pre Cooked Pasta Dollar Summary - Total US Grocery
▪ Pre Cooked Pasta is nearly a $300
million category in the Total US
Grocery Channel
▪ The category has strong growth,
trending up at an increasing rate for all
current time periods versus year ago
▪ The increasing desire of consumers to
have fast, easy, yet wholesome foods
provides an opportunity for this
category to continue to grow

Pre Cooked Pasta Brand Rank - Total US Grocery
▪

The category is dominated
by Buitoni & Giovanni Rana,
combined they are 78% of
total category sales

▪

Top growing brands:

▪

▪

Giovanni, up 51.5%
and $25MM

▪

RP’s Pasta, up 22.4%
and $200K

▪

Pasta Bellezza, up
852% and $620K

New Brands:
▪

Pasta Bellezza (#14)

▪

Artisola (#15)

▪

Raffetto’s (#25)

Pre Cooked Pasta - Pasta Type Insights - Total US Grocery
Recommended Types:

▪

Tortellini

▪

Fettuccine

▪

Linguine

▪

Gnocchi

Tortellini

Linguine

Pappardelle

Tagliatelle

Agnolotti

Fusilli

Gnocchi

Pre Cooked Pasta - Serving Size Insights - Total US Grocery
▪

Recommended package size: 1-2 servings, 8-12oz
▪

It is the most popular size group across the
regions & has majority category share, 59%
dollar share and 72% unit share

▪

The 3-4 serving sizes are growing, but not
substantially more than 1-2 servings, just about 1%
category share gain from year ago

▪

According to Mintel:
▪ There is a growing number of singles due to
the stagnating marriage rate, 48% of adults
age 15+ identified as single
▪

Singles are less likely to cook from scratch
than people who are married/have partners
(36% vs. 59%)

Pre Cooked Pasta - Package Type Insights - Total US Grocery

#1 item in category

#8 item in category

#51 item in category

#63 item in category

▪

Recommended packaging: clear trays with
minimal labels, exposing the product for
consumers to see exactly what they’re
buying

▪

The majority of items (74% of dollars and
73% of units sold) are from Trays

▪

Trays offer a cleaner looking package, are
less flexible, therefore protecting the
product better than bags

▪

According to Mintel, 68% of US consumers
agree it’s important to be able to see the
food inside the packaging

▪

Bagged packaging only accounts for
26.1% of sales, but it’s up 46.8% from year
ago. Giovanna Rana accounts for 96% of
the Bag sales

Pre Cooked Pasta Regional Overview – 52 Weeks
▪

Recommended region for launch: Northwest,
the most developed region for the category

▪

The Northwest, Southwest, and Northeast
regions are all over developed, having CDI’s
over 100

▪

The Midwest, Southeast, and East Central
regions are all under developed, having CDI’s
under 100

